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ABSTRACT
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) models are typically de-
signed to operate on a single input data type, e.g. a single or
multi-channel audio streamed from a device. This design de-
cision assumes the primary input data source does not change
and if an additional (auxiliary) data source is occasionally
available, it cannot be used. An ASR model that operates
on both primary and auxiliary data can achieve better accu-
racy compared to a primary-only solution; and a model that
can serve both primary-only (PO) and primary-plus-auxiliary
(PPA) modes is highly desirable. In this work, we propose a
unified ASR model that can serve both modes. We demon-
strate its efficacy in a realistic scenario where a set of devices
typically stream a single primary audio channel, and two addi-
tional auxiliary channels only when upload bandwidth allows
it. The architecture enables a unique methodology that uses
both types of input audio during training time. Our proposed
approach achieves up to 12.5% relative word-error-rate reduc-
tion (WERR) compared to a PO baseline, and up to 16.0%
relative WERR in low-SNR conditions. The unique training
methodology achieves up to 2.5% relative WERR compared
to a PPA baseline.
Index Terms: speech recognition, multi-channel

1. INTRODUCTION

ASR models are typically designed to assume that all input
sources to the model are always available for each sample.
The inputs could be acoustic data from a single audio chan-
nel, from multiple channels, or acoustic data combined with
context vector embeddings from prior utterances in a conver-
sational setting [1, 2, 3]. This design choice prevents the ASR
model to accept additional input sources that contain useful
information but are only occasionally available. For instance,
consider a classroom scenario where there is a central listener
device with a microphone array and an additional lapel mi-
crophone that is occasionally used by the teacher. The in-
put to the ASR could be a single audio channel that comes
from an on-device beamformer in the central listener. If the
upload bandwidth allows it, additional raw microphone chan-
nels (auxiliary inputs) could also be streamed. If the lapel is
used, another auxiliary source is available. One would need
to build separate ASR models for these scenarios.

Fig. 1. A Unified ASR model architecture. Separate frontends
for each input type (primary and primary+auxiliary) share a
backend, enabling a single model that serves both data types.

In this work, we propose a unified model that can serve
all these predefined scenarios. The unified model has sep-
arate frontends for each scenario (Sec. 3) and employs a
unique training methodology that combines datasets with dif-
ferent number of sources (Sec. 5). In the rest of this pa-
per, we present the results of such a unified model in a far-
field ASR scenario: a wide variety of devices stream single-
channel (SC) audio, but a subset of them might condition-
ally stream additional raw audio from microphones to create
a multi-channel (MC) input. The unified model, coupled with
the proposed training methodology, leads to lower WER than
building an MC-only model that can only be trained with MC
audio (Sec. 6).

2. RELATED WORK

Far-field ASR systems are designed to operate in more chal-
lenging acoustic conditions compared to a near-field system
where the speaker is close to the microphone. Lower signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) in the microphones reduces the word er-
ror rate (WER) of the following ASR system. Increased sig-
nal degradation with distance, room reverberation, noise, and
background speech contribute to this reduction [4].

A complete distant speech recognition (DSR) system
typically consists of distinct components such as a voice ac-
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tivity detector (VAD), speaker localizer (SL), dereverberator,
beamformer and acoustic model [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Beamform-
ing techniques take advantage of multiple microphones to
enhance the audio signal, and is a key component to improve
noise robustness of the DSR. Beamforming could be fixed or
adaptive. In comparison to fixed beamforming, adaptive tech-
niques have shown that noise robustness of ASR system can
be improved with a dereverberation approach or high-order
statistics. However, adaptive techniques rely on accurate
VAD or SL, and they can underperform in comparison to
a fixed beamformer when these dependent components are
not performing reliably. Previous studies show individually
optimizing various DSR components is sub-optimal [10, 11].

More recently, multi-channel deep neural network (MC-
DNN) approaches have been applied to ASR by training a
unified MC-DNN model where the MC processing modules
are part of the DNN structure [12, 13, 14]. Aside from unified
MC-DNN approaches, a DNN is also employed to construct
a clean speech signal. A mask-based method was proposed to
estimate the statistics of the target clean speech via an LSTM
[15, 16]. However, this method needs accumulated statistics
from adequate amount of adaptation data to perform well. Ac-
cumulating the statistics might cause additional latency and is
less applicable to real-time applications.

3. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

3.1. Overview

The unified architecture diagram is given in Fig. 1. The model
includes two separate frontends for SC and MC audio, with a
shared backend. SC audio, or the primary channel, is either
obtained from the only existing microphone in the device or
from an on-device beamformer that combines the outputs of
multiple microphones. In our case, MC audio has three chan-
nels: the primary channel and two auxiliary channels that are
obtained from the raw audio outputs of two microphones. The
model is trained with a mix of SC and MC audio. MC samples
propagate through the MC frontend (FE) and the shared back-
end, whereas SC samples propagate through the SC FE and
the shared backend. During inference, audio is propagated
through the corresponding FE for the incoming data type, fol-
lowed by the shared backend (Sec. 5).

3.2. SC Frontend

In the SC FE, extracted audio features are processed by a
multi-view frequency LSTM (MV-FLSTM) [17], followed
by a shared backend (Sec. 3.4). For feature extraction, global
mean and variance (GMV) values computed from the re-
ceived channel are used to normalize the input. Complex
STFT features with 256 frequency bins are extracted from the
normalized waveform with a window size of 25ms produced
in 10ms steps. Three consecutive input frames are stacked
into a single vector to reduce the number of time steps in the

Fig. 2. Neural Beamforming Layer.

acoustic model, known as the Lower Frame Rate model [18].
MV-FLSTM uses the log-power of the complex features.
Frequency LSTMs operate over the frequencies contained in
an individual input frame with a sliding window [19]. MV-
FLSTM extends this concept by having several window sizes
(views) to span different frequency ranges at each step. For
details, we refer readers to prior work which has shown 3%-
7% relative gains in WER by using the MV-FLSTM approach
over a single-view FLSTM [17].

3.3. MC Frontend

MC audio is normalized by GMV statistics for each chan-
nel. Neural Beamforming Layer (NBL) combines the audio
channels and produces a number of look directions, which are
processed by a separate MV-FLSTM and the shared backend.
NBL implementation is adopted from the Elastic Spatial Fil-
ter described in [2]. The Discrete Fourier Transform of the
normalized input signal can be described as below:

X (t, ωk) = [X1 (t, ωk) , · · · , XM (t, ωk)]
T (1)

Using this notation, we can express the complex weight vec-
tor for source position p as follows:

wH (t, ωk,p) = [w1 (t, ωk,p) , · · · , wM (t, ωk,p)] (2)

Thus, the block affine transform (BAT) can be expressed as:
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(3)

where b is bias term, D is the number of look directions and
K is the number of frequency bins.

Complex STFT features from the two microphones are
processed by the trainable BAT, generating 12 look directions
(Fig. 2). BAT is initialized with super directive beamformer
weights. Log-power features of the look directions and the
primary channel are concatenated and further processed by
the MC FE’s MV-FLSTM. Early experiments showed that us-
ing all three channels in the MC FE had 4-7% relative WERR



compared to using only the two auxiliary (raw) channels,
hence the primary input is concetanated to the BAT output.
MC FE’s MV-FLSTM similar to the SC FE’s MV-FLSTM;
the main difference is the 13X larger input dimension. This is
due to the concatenation of the primary channel and the look
directions from the NBL.

3.4. Shared Backend

The shared backend has a projection (linear) layer to reduce
the input dimensionality to the five-layer, unidirectional TL-
STM with 768 cells per layer. Unidirectionality is required to
preserve causality for a streamable ASR model. TLSTM out-
put is connected to a classification layer with softmax outputs
to generate tied tri-phone states used in a hybrid ASR model
[20]. Unified model has a total of 28M parameters.

4. DATASETS

Two mutually-exclusive training datasets are used in this
work: SC datasets [D500sc, D10Ksc, D65Ksc] are human
transcribed with [500, 10K, 65K] hours of audio and they
contain only the primary channel. MC datasets [D500mc,
D10Kmc, D20Kmc] have [500, 10K, 20K] hours of audio re-
spectively and contain three channels: primary channel and
two auxiliary channels obtained from raw audio of two mi-
crophones. MC datasets are transcribed by a full-context SC
model with relaxed constraints on latency, causality and size.
DTestmc is a human-transcribed MC test set with 45 hours
of audio, containing three channels (one primary and two
auxiliary). For evaluation of SC models, only the primary
channel in this set is used. The test set contains a mix of sin-
gle and multi-speaker utterances (i.e., background speech).
SNR value for each utterance is also available in the test set
to evaluate performance across different noise conditions. All
audio data is de-identified for privacy reasons.

5. TRAINING METHODOLOGY

During training, each batch of data contains a mix of MC and
SC audio. Since the primary channel is present in the MC
dataset, the auxiliary channels can be removed and the result-
ing SC data is added to expand the SC dataset. Gradient up-
dates obtained from the expanded SC dataset are used to train
the SC FE and the shared backend. Gradients generated from
the MC data are used to update the MC FE and the shared
backend. The unified ASR architecture described (Sec. 3) al-
lows the shared backend to learn from both SC and MC data.

There are other alternatives to incorporate SC data to MC
model training. One can pad the missing two channels in the
SC data with zeros to expand the MC dataset and train an
MC model with this expanded dataset. However, experiments
show this is inferior to unified model training with two sepa-
rate frontends (Sec. 6.1). Another alternative is to first train

Table 1. Normalized WER Comparison of Unified Model
with Two Frontends to Zero-Padding Missing Channels.

Exp. Train
Data Model / Inf. Path

nWER
(Single/Multi-

Speaker)

E1 D500sc
+D500mc

MC, Zero-pad
missing channels 100.0/100.0

E2 D500sc
+D500mc

Unified (MC FE +
Shared Backend) 96.0/96.9

an SC-only model to obtain the backend, freeze its weights,
append an MC FE and then train the MC FE with MC-only
data. Freezing the weights is required to enable a single model
for SC and MC audio. This approach is undesirable since it
requires a two-step methodology and the backend will not be
updated for MC data. In practice, training in this manner led
to non-convergence of the MC FE in large-scale datasets.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Models are trained with cross-entropy (CE) loss, followed by
CTC loss [21] for the same number of training epochs as
the corresponding baseline. WER results are obtained from
the test set DTestmc (Sec. 4) and normalized to the baseline.
Absolute WER values are below 10% for medium and large-
scale datasets. Only the primary channel is used for SC-only
models during training and test.

6.1. Comparison of Proposed Approach to Zero Padding

Table 1 shows the Normalized WER (nWER) of the zero-
padding baseline (E1) to the proposed unified model archi-
tecture (E2). E1 is a combined MC/SC model that consists
of the same MC FE and the shared backend as E2 (Sec. 3),
but does not include an SC FE. E1 always expects three input
channels (one primary and two auxiliary); if only SC data is
available during training or inference, the missing channels
are filled with zeros. E2 is trained with two separate fron-
tends (Sec. 5), with each input type going through its respec-
tive frontend. During test time, all three channels in DTestmc
are used as input to E1 and E2. WER values of E1 for single
and multi-speaker cases are arbitrarily set to 100.0, and E2’s
WER values are normalized to E1. The unified model archi-
tecture achieves 3.1%-4.0% relative WERR compared to the
baseline, demonstrating its advantage over the alternative.

6.2. Impact of Including Multi-Channel Audio

Table 2 shows the nWER comparison of the SC and MC mod-
els in medium and large-scale datasets. E3 has the same SC
FE and the shared backend architecture in Fig. 1, but does not
contain the MC FE. Datasets D10Ksc and D10Kmc are com-
bined for training (Sec. 4); however E3 only uses the primary



Table 2. Normalized WER Comparison of MC and SC models.
Exp. Training Data Model / Inference Path nWER (Single/Multi-Speaker)
E3 D10Ksc + D10Kmc Standalone SC 100.0/100.0
E4 D10Kmc Standalone MC 89.7/94.8
E5 D10Ksc + D10Kmc Unified (SC FE + Shared Backend) 101.5/99.3
E6 D10Ksc + D10Kmc Unified (MC FE + Shared Backend) 87.5/92.3
E7 D65Ksc + D20Kmc Unified (SC FE + Shared Backend) 85.9/88.7
E8 D65Ksc + D20Kmc Unified (MC FE + Shared Backend) 82.6/85.7

channel in D10Kmc since it is an SC-only model. WER values
of E3 for single and multi-speaker cases are arbitrarily set to
100.0, and following experiments’ WER values are normal-
ized to E3. E4 is an MC model that combines the MC FE and
the shared backend, and no SC FE. It is trained with D10Kmc
and uses all three channels. E3 and E4 are trained separately,
with no weight sharing. E4 obtains a 10.3% relative WER re-
duction compared to the SC model (E3) in the single-speaker
test set, even though E4 is trained with half the data of E3.
This clearly demonstrates the improvements that can be ob-
tained from using multiple audio channels. Multi-speaker test
set has 5.2% reduction.

6.3. Impact of Unified Model Training

Experiment E5 shows the results for the SC path (SC FE +
shared backend) in the unified model and E6 shows the MC
path results for the same model. E5 and E6 are trained to-
gether (Sec. 5). Compared to E4, E6 achieves a further
2.2%/2.5% WERR in single/multi-speaker conditions. This
demonstrates an advantage of the proposed architecture. E5
has a 0.7% improvement in multi-speaker over E3, but a 1.5%
degradation in single-speaker conditions is observed. It is not
clear if this degradation is an artifact of the unified model
methodology or due to the inherent variability in training dy-
namics. Multiple runs with different initialization seeds might
be warranted for further study. Table 2 also shows the nWER
comparison of the unified model with SC (E7) and MC (E8)
paths in a large-scale data setting. E7 obtains 14.1%/11.3%
reduction in relative WER compared to the SC baseline model
E3. E8 has an additional 3.3%/3.0% relative gain over E7.
SC data is more widely available due to the prevalence of SC
ASR models, and our dataset distribution reflects this fact.
Additional experiments with a different data distribution (e.g.,
oversampling the MC data to reach a 50/50 distribution) could
determine if MC results can be further improved.

6.4. Impact of Utterance SNR

Fig. 3 shows the nWER with respect to SNR of utterances.
The test set is split into three bins according to utterances’
SNR, and WER is computed for each bin. WER for each
bin is normalized to the corresponding SNR bin of E3, whose
WER is arbitrarily set to 100.0. Comparing the MC model

Fig. 3. Relative WERR is more pronounced in low-SNR con-
ditions when an MC model is used (e.g., E4 vs E3). Addi-
tional data helps more in low-SNR conditions (E7 vs. E5).

E4 to the SC model E3, the advantage of the MC FE is more
pronounced in low-SNR (< 10dB) conditions. A significant
14.8% relative WERR is observed in this regime. This is per-
haps not surprising since additional information available in
the auxiliary channels is even more valuable in these noisy ut-
terances. Conversely, the advantage of incorporating SC data
in E6 is more evident in medium and high-SNR conditions,
with 2.8% and 2.4% relative WERR compared to E4. In low-
SNR conditions, a smaller 1.2% improvement is observed. E6
achieves 16.0% relative WERR in low-SNR conditions com-
pared to the SC baseline E3. Adding large-scale data also
helps significantly in low-SNR conditions. Comparing SC-
models E5 and E7, a 17.3% relative WERR is observed. In
medium-SNR ([10dB, 20dB]) and high-SNR (> 20dB) con-
ditions, still significant reductions of 14.0% and 12.2% are
seen. The combination of all three techniques (unified model,
MC FE and additional data) leads to an impressive 21.7% rel-
ative WERR in low-SNR conditions (E3 vs. E8), with 16.2%
and 13.0% reductions in medium and high-SNR utterances.

7. CONCLUSION

We propose a unified MC/SC model that can be trained with
both input types, allowing a single model to support a variety
of scenarios. Proposed approach achieves up to 2.5% relative
WERR compared to the MC baseline and up to 16.0% relative
WERR compared to the SC baseline in low-SNR conditions.
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